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Apk minecraft pocket edition 1.13.1

Let me introduce Minecraft PE 1.13.1 for Android platform. Mojang is trying to improve and develop more and more cool things in our game and now you have the opportunity to see what the next update will be. Feature: This version is a release (full version) Many bugs are fixed information that you can see on the official Mojang page: ... The new mob Fox is
a wonderful and cute animal. They look very realistic and always hide from you. But don't worry, if you try, you will certainly find foxes in your forest. The new mob Mooshroom is a kind of mushroom and cow. This kind of mob looks really cute and is a great addition to another mob in your world. When they are struck by lightning, they change color in red.
Abandoned villages return. Of course, you can use seeds to find them, but I recommend not to use them and naturally try to find them yourself. New Flower Wither RoseYou can place item frames on the floor and cells and download the new note block instrument new update: Minecraft PE 1.14.30 Full Version Minecraft PE 1.13.1.5 Release Full Version
Download: minecraft_v1_13_1_5_xbox.apk [87.73 Mb] Download minecraft_v1_13_1_5_original.apk [90.76 Mb] Last Minecraft PE Full Version 1.16.201 Last Minecraft PE Beta 1.16.210.51 In the previous article, Minecraft 1.13 and 1.13.1, we mainly talked about the first one. The main surprise of the version was the development of character creators, which
we consider to be a very important step in the evolution of the game. Unfortunately, the developers detected the problem and fixed and released Minecraft PE 1.13.1. Please note that the cool mods, maps, and seeds featured on our website are compatible with this version. As mentioned earlier, the minecraft PE 1.13.1 fix is mainly focused on fixing issues
related to character creators: players were blocked while loading skins fixed. Besides character creator issues where users don't currently have to share the same skin, the developer also tackled some crashes that can occur when trying to join featured servers or realms. You may also notice that the chest may not look like it used to, that the language
settings are improved, and that you can use the portal properly (entering the intended location and dimension). When you are ready to download Minecraft PE 1.13.1, use the buttons below this article. Be generous, share good news with your Minecraft friends and leave feedback. AsGoodbye tips, even more fun, we recommend you to try out the fantastic
new augmented reality game: Minecraft Earth! Minecraft Bedrock 1.13.1 video trailer download Minecraft PE 1.13.1 Village &amp; Pillarge for free on Android: general improvements, lots of new features, and minor changes. MCPE 1.13.1 Features Developers are still working to fix tons of mistakes and errors that occur in the game. For example, the crash
was probably the most annoying player trouble. Fortunately, Minecraft PE 1.13.1 is doing its best to fix it. The game no longer ends after joining realm worlds or featured servers. Also, the game can end unexpectedly after you throw a residual potion. All in all, Mojang Studios has made the game better than before. Character Creator One of the most exciting
and important features of the Village &amp; Pilage Update is character creators. This newly built system completely redefines the way skins work in MCPE 1.13.1. The character is a canvas, so you don't have to choose from skins that have already been adjusted, as you can change them as needed. For example, you can get a fancy farmer's hat or dress up
as a spider. All single body parts are fully customizable in Minecraft PE 1.13.1. But there were some problems with it. Users were 10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Gameplay also allows you to use your elytras and skins with custom skins you create. In addition, the breasts reported by some players are not in show and this
is not normal at all. In addition, MCPE 1.13.1 fixes portal issues. It turns out that some users have been tele-reported to absolutely the wrong place in the void. They had to die to lose everything they had and keep playing. Japanese and Korean characters are now displayed correctly in language settings. The most extravagant idea added in mob Minecraft
PE 1.13.1 was about foxes. These fantastic creatures are horribly timid. When the fox sees the player, it runs away. Unfortunately, you can not tame them, but you can get along with them. Foxes love sweet wild berries. In addition, they can hold a lot of items in their mouths - even swords and immortal totems. By the way, MCPE 1.13.1 has brown
mushrooms. Minecraft Pocket Edition (PE) 1.13.1 was released on November 14, 2019. This is believed to be a minor update to the game designed to improve performance and fix bugs. Update Name 1.13.1 Hotfix (Fox Update) Platform Pocket Edition (PE) Version No. 1.13.1 Release Date November 14, 2019 Minor Release Notes: Pocket Edition (PE),
Xbox One, PS4, Nintendo Switch, and Windows 10 Edition, Bedlock It is now called a version. Continue to view the version history separately. Here are the new features of Minecraft Pocket Edition (PE) 1.13.1. Item Mobs Status Effect There is no status effect added to the enchanted content added there No enchanted enchanted with game commands
added thereAdding game commands General changes Corrections Now move invisible breasts to the correct location through the portal when you move them through the portal, and bob-move closed realms in the Adjustment View no longer appear on the Create to Realm screen when trying to create them in the realm. Crashes that can occur when joining
featured servers Crash that can occur when throwing residual potions Fix incorrect Japanese and Korean characters that appear in language settings Fix incorrect Japanese and Korean characters Character creator Elytra no longer appears when using custom imported skins Player You can apply founder's cape to custom imported skins, custom skins
during multiplayer sessions, other version history Find out what has changed in other versions of Minecraft Pocket Edition: Edition:
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